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UNF Downtown
Center to- expand
By JOY S. HOFFMAN

After two years or operation,
the University or North Florida's
Downtown Center has outgrown
its present location in the Galler
ia building and is planning to ex
pand its facilities.
"We have just put together a
proposal to build a new building
or remodel an existing building in
the downtown area," said Tom
Healy, Dean of External Pror
g ams.

According to Healy, this pro
posal has been endorsed by the
UNF foundation board and the
Executive board of the Jackson
ville Area Chamber of Com
merce.
The proposal has gone to the
Board of Regents. If they ap
prove it., the proposal goes to the
executive committee for funding.
The school should know more by
July.

"This proposal is number one
on the UNF fixed capital outlay
[construction money] this year,’"
said Healy.
The Downtown Center has
grown from an enrollment of
about 500 its first quarter to
about 700 students this quarter.
Many UNF students use the
Downtown Center. According to
a survey, at least 2800 students
have had one or more classes in
the Downtown Center.

According to Hugh Higley
many of the Downtown Center's
students work in the downtown
area and attend class after work.
Many Westside and Northside
students also attend because they
are reluctant to spend the money
for gas and the time driving forty
miles to the main campus.

a

"If energy becomes more of
problem we will try to expand
our daytime and afternoon
course offerings for people de
pendent upon the bus but we do
not have any more space to offer
more night classes,’" said Healy.

"On a survey we did we found
one gratifying comment,” said
Higley. "Many students said that
if it were not for the Downtown
Center they. would not have been
able to complete their educa
tion.”

According to Healy the new
center will also be located near
the center of the city, probably
within walking distance of Hem
ming Plaza. This will make the
center convenient to students
who ride the bus since the since
most of 1he city buses stop at
Hemming Plaza.

This survey also showed a vast
majority of students attend the
Downtown Center because it is
more convenient than the main
campus.

Sawmill Slough, UNF’s conservation club, canoed down the winding
Suwanee River during a recent outing. The club took advantage of the
opportunity to enjoy as well as study the flora and fauna. Six springs feed
into the Suwannee River whose banks are lined with Swamp Tupelo and
Red Maples.

UNF amnesty chapter helps political prisoner
By LAURA JO LAST

When the election to the Na
tional Revolutionary Assembly in
Benin, Africa, took place one
year ago, Joseph Djossou report
edly called the election undemo
cratic.

Djossou,. along with 12 other
students, supposedly claimed the
candidates of Benin's sole politi
cal party failed to represent the
view of the people.
The government promptly
arested them.
Since the arrest the govern
ment has neither formally
charged nor tried Djossou but
continues to hold him in poor
prison conditions.

However, a dozen people at the
University of North Florida are
working to change all that
through Amnesty International.

The organization assigned Djos
sou as the local chapter's first
prisoner of conscience. The UNF
group was formed last May.
"We believe that he [Djossou]
is detained because he expressed
views which were critical of the
government's policies and there
fore is a prisoner of conscience,”
said Melanie Angelieri, a charter
member of the UNF group.

"A prisoner of conscience is
not a conscientious objector, ex
actly. There is a difference,” she
said. "A prisoner of conscience
can be just about anyone, male,
female, any age, who has been
imprisoned because of his or her
beliefs on religion or politics. Not
only that, but the person must not
ever have engaged in a violent
act such as terrorism or rioting.”

Angelieri said the local group

hopes to help Djossou through a
letter-writing campaign. Each
member will write government
officials in Benin to explain about
Amnesty International and to in
quire about Djossou.
Recent studies, she said, indi
cate that hostages who are blind
folded are more likely to be killed •
by their captors than those who
are not blindfolded because eye
contact humanizes and personal
izes the relationship. By bringing
Djossou and their concern for
him to the officials' attention,
members hope to humanize and
personalize the government's
concept of him, she said.

At times Amnesty Internation
al requests members to join let
ter writing campaigns for prison
ers in desperate need of immedi
ate attention. This summer
Angelieri and other members

sent postcards for a Russian pris
oner. The postcards read:
"Valentin Erofeevich Naprienko
is serving a term in a strict re
gime labor colony for defending
religious believers. I and others
throughout the United States
urge his release.”
Do these campaigns help?

"Prisoners are released,” An
gelieri said. "But many times
when prisoners are released you
can't be certain whether it was
because of Amnesty Internation
al, political strings, or if it was a
pay off.
"We were told that we may
never receive a response to our
letters ever."

Members are never asked to
write letters for prisoners in their
own countries and are not al

lowed to write prisoners' famdies
for fear of recrimination. she
said.
Based on volunteer efforts of
its members, Amnesty Interna
tional operates free from political
alignment or any particular reli
gious belief, Angelieri said. The
group was formed in 1961 in Lux
embourg and in 1977 won the No
bel Peace Prize for its work.
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Briefly
CAMPUS AFFAIRS
The UNF Boathouse will be closed Fridays beginning Oct. 24 due
to a shortage of customers. The eating and drinking facility will
maintain its originally scheduled hours of operation Monday
through Thursday, 11:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.

This year's annual student show is currently on display in the
Fine Arts Gallery, the commons area of the former library build
ing. This exhibition, sponsored by Student Government funds, can
be seen through Nov. 20. The gallery generally is open weekdays
and can be visited by appointment at other times.
Sharon Walker and Gloria Hetherington, duo-pianists and stu
dents of Dr. Gerson Yessin (Fine Arts) have been chosen to rep
resent this district at the Florida State Music Teachers Annual
Convention in Tampa on Nov. 9. They will perform Poulenc's Sona
ta For Four Hands.
The Fencing Club recently re-elected officers. Melanie Angelieri
is president, Kim Mott King is secretary-treasurer. The fencing
hours at the field house are from 7 to 10 p.m. on Mondays and Wed
nesdays. The new equipment is in and Derek Russell will conduct
mini-courses on fencing through November.

CLUBS NOTES
The Division of Technologies will hold a meeting for students in
terested in becoming radio amateurs and forming a UNF Amateur
Club. The date is Thursday, Nov. 20 at 6 p.m. in Building Eleven,
Room 1251. Students and faculty who presently hold an amateur ra
dio license are cordially invited to attend.

The Propeller Club will have a student, faculty and alumni din
ner Nov. 14 at Dane's restaurant (University Boulevard location)
and will begin at 6: 15 p.m. with a cash bar. Tickets will be sold by
the club officers and are $9 per person. For more information call
646-2860. Nov. 18 the Propeller Club will have a meeting in Building
Eight. Room 1111 at 4:00 p.m.

Next planned canoe trip for Sawmill Slough Conservation Club
will be Nov. 15 on Wekiva River. Trip leader will be Doug Doll
(731-8987).
Congratulations to the Canoe Clinic graduates of October: T.L.
Larson, Melissa Larsen, Jo Southward, Ed Smith, Orene Whalen
and Billy. Instructors for the October class were Ray Bowman and
Ray Lewis, both whitewater canoeists and kayakers.

AROUND JAX
Members of the Jacksonville University chapter of Phi Mu Al
pha, the nation's oldest professional music fraternity, will be per
forming in recital Friday, Nov. 7, at 8:00 p.m. in the Phillips Fine
Arts Building Recital Hall of Jacksonville University. Proceeds
from the recital will be used to fund scholarships for deserving mu
sic students at JU.

A Company of Players, 2695 Post St., will present Agatha Chris
tie's mystery, "Ten Little Indians," on November 6,7,8,9,13,14 and
15. Call 388-6200 for reservations and ticket information.

The following members of the University of North Florida The
atre Workshop have been cast in the forthcoming production of
"The Physicists” by Friedrich Durrenmatt:
Inspector Voss
Kenneth Loos
Matra Boll................................................................. Laura Shrewsbury
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Students poll campus
opinion on Spinnaker
By CHARLES RIDDLES
and BERYL LEE
"I'd kill myself,’ said one Uni
versity of North Florida student,
when asked in a recent survey
what he, as the editor of the cam
pus newspaper, would do to im
prove its quality.
But that reaction was extreme.
The majority of the university
community polled gave The Spin
naker high marks in the two-page
questionnaire distributed and tab
ulated by members of Professor
W.J. Roach's Advanced Journal
istic Writing class.
The survey was conducted by
strata sampling, with input from
students in the Colleges of Arts
and Sciences, Business and Edu
cation, as well as career, profes
sional services and faculty.
Most answering the survey
said they read The Spinnaker ei

ther regularly (48 percent) or oc
casionally (40 percent). Only 9
percent said they never read the
newspaper.
The large majority of the uni
versity community would like to
see The Spinnaker switch to
weekly publication (56 percent).
12 percent went even further and
said the newspaper should try
daily publication, while 17 per
cent were content with its pre
sent bi-weekly status.
The survey also revealed that
most answering the question
naire would like to see The Spin
naker expand its coverage of var
ious topics.
Eighty-four percent opted for
carrying more news and fea
tures, 75 percent wanted more on
the arts, 81 percent felt the Spin
naker should carry more on
sports, and 63 percent thought the
newspaper should have more

items from off-campus.
The most negative reaction
came in response to a question
about the appearence of the Spin
naker. While 52 percent of the
persons rated the appearance ei
ther "very attractive” or "some
what attractive," 31 percent rat
ed it "neutral," while 12 percent
said it was either "somewhat un
attractive” or "very unattract
ive.”
Views of the role of the Spinna
ker varied. Thirty-nine percent
thought it a "student newspa
per," 44 percent said it was "an
all-campus publication, indepen
dent and serving all” and 6 per
cent said it was an "administra
tion publication.’
Thirty-six percent answering
the survey thought the Spinnaker
"very readable," 42 percent
"somewhat readable," and 10
percent "a little unreadable."

Elevators hold 'hostages'
By SHERRY LEE
During the past quarter Uni
versity of North Florida police
rescued seven hostages.
The culprit wasn’t a madman
loose on campus, but rather the
new elevators in the Building
Twelve Library.
According to Sgt. John Beck, a
campus police officer, at least
seven people have been caught in
the elevators over the past few
weeks.
This presents a problem for the
police because they and the phys
ical facilities engineers are the
only ones on campus with a key

• A Big Star shopping cart was
found by Building Twelve at 4:00
p.m. Oct. 17.
• About $20 worth of damage
was done to grass near Building
Eight at 2: 18 Oct. 23. A telephone
repair man parked his truck on
the grass when he was replacing
some telephone stands in the
area. When he tried to leave he
got stuck and tore up the sod.
• A total of $40 worth of dam
age occured to two cars when
one car backed out of a parking
space in Parking Lot Six and hit
another car.

to unlock the elevators. There is
an emergency phone in each ele
vator which, when picked up,
places the party in direct contact
with the campus police depart
ment.
The elevators at UNF are both
electric and hydraulic. If the ele
vator is stuck between floors the
officers must take the hydraulic
pressure off of it very slowly or it
may come down too fast and in
jure someone underneath. After
the elevator has reached a floor,
the power is turned off and' the
key is used to open the door.
For safety reasons the eleva-

Police Beat
By TERESA BURNEY

A $600 General Motors starter
was stolen from a front-end load
er parked by Canoe Lake, near
the campus entrance, on Oct. 27,
campus police say.
Police say the theft closely
parallels earlier starter thefts on
July 29 several starters, valued at
$1,500, were stolen from heavy
equipment parked in the same
area.

tors are a major concern on cam
pus. The people trapped inside
the elevator cannot be harmed
since there is no way for it to fall,
but the officers working to free
them may be hurt if the opera
tion is not performed carefully.
The problems with the eleva
tors are mechanical, therefore
the safety administrators on
campus have written the contrac
tor and the architect for solution
suggestions.
In the words of Beck, "We are
aware of the problem, and have
taken every precaution we can to
solve it.’

• In another similar accident
the driver of one car also backed
out of a parking space into an
other car. A total of $200 worth of
damages occured to both cars
and the driver of the car that was
backing out was issued a state citalion for improper backing.
• A missing Sears pocket cal
culator and $4 in cash was report
ed missing at 10 a.m. Oct. 21. The
calculator could have been taken
betweeri Oct. 9 and Oct. 21.
• A sick person was taken to
Memorial Hospital for severe
chest pains on Oct. 29.

Workshop begins rehearsal
for play 'The Physicists'

Buker............................................................................... Jim Henderson

By MARCY NOLAN
Oskar Rose.......................................................................... Lanny Smith
"The Physicists," by Swiss
Sir Isaac Newton.......................................................................... HaroldSwain
Albert Einstein................................................................................. SteveJordan playwright Friedrich Durren
matt, has been selected as the
Lina Rose............................................................................. Tessie Bond
University of North Florida The
Mobius............................
......... David Dyal
atre Workshop's first production
.ofthe-sea&Qn.
Monika... .Joaan Argo

Casting for the play is com
plete and rehearsals have begun,
Dr. James Thomas, assistant pro
fessor and theatre director at
UNF said.

Thomas said "all backstage re
sensibilities and publicity” are

being performed by the Introduc
tion to Theatre class.
Opening night has been set for
Dec. 4, at 8 p.m. in the Building
Nine Assembly Hall.
This is the first time on stage
for several cast members.
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ROTC cadets
receive
By ALAN GARTEN

A trio of University of North
Florida ROTC cadets were hon
ored at an informal awards cere
mony at Camp Blanding Oct. 19.
The celebration was held at the
Officers' Club patio after three
days of intensive field training
for 200 area cadets.
The three UNF seniors receiv
ing awards were: Scott Wilson,
who received the Humanitarian
Service Medal, Robert Michael
Jr., who received the Distin
guished Military Student Award
from the Department of the Ar
my, and Robert Roy, who also re
ceived the Distinguished Military
Student Award.

Wilson, a biology and pre-med
major, garnered the HSM award
as a result of his efforts in the Cu
ban Relocation program at Ft.
Indiantown Gap in Pennsylvania.

awards
His job entailed seeing to the
dietary needs and housing of sev
eral hundred refugees during this
past summer.

Cadets Roy and Michael were
both cited for excellence in lead
ership, high moral character,
noteworthiness, academic
achievement and exceptional ap
titude for military service. Both
cadets had to be in the top ten
percent of all military science
students in the country to be eli
gible for this award.

Camp Blanding's field training
exercise for the weeekend of Oct.
17-19 included an obstacle course,
raft assault and land navigation.
The FTX is geared to prepare
the cadets for their summer
course at Fort Bragg, N.C.

ROTC color guard
revives 1870 uniform
By SANDRA MELCHING
By mid-December the Univer
sity of North Florida ROTC Color
Guard will be clad in colorful new
uniforms.
"The ROTC is a prominent or
ganization at UNF, but until pre
sent, has received little recogni
tion," said Capt. Dennis Le
Monde, Assistant Professor of
Military Science.

the guard to participate in Gator
Bowl festivities and opening cere
monies of the new UNF library.
On Nov. 4 the UNF Color
Guard will participate in a pro
gram commemorating the oneyear anniversary of the capture
of the American hostages in Iran.
This ceremony, sponsored by a
local radio station, will be held in
the Regency Square Mall.

The cost of the uniforms for
the four-man co!cr guard is
$2,(000, which was allocated by the
UNF Alumni Association and the
Student Government Association.
Initial plans are being made for

The Color Guard uniforms are
replicas of the 1870 Jacksonville
Light Infantry Brigade. This bri
gade served in the Civil War,
Spanish War Conflict, and World
War I.

Cadet Steven Hambrecht wears the new ROTC color guard uniform. This
new fashion Is actually a replica of the 1870 Jacksonville Light Infantry Bri
gade uniform.

Draft likelihood increases with registration
By PETER HAGAR
The Central Committee for
Conscientious Objectors (CCCO),
the nation's largest military draft
counseling agency, said draft reg
istration has increased the likeli
hood of an actual draft.

"This past summer's draft reg
istration of men born in 1960 and
1961 was just the first step to
ward returning to the draft," said

Larry Spears, director of CCCO's
Youth and Conscientious Objec
tion Campaign.
"This coming January, Select
ive Service plans to register
those men born in 1962,’’ said
Spears. "After January 5, men
born in 1963 will be required to
register as they turn 18. It should
be noted that the United States
has never had a registration with•out a^ draft, and rarely a draft

without a war.’’
All men between the age of 18
and 26, including those in college,
could be drafted under the cur
rent draft Jaw. Spears said there
is no longer a college deferment
under the new draft laws.

Spears suggested that students
who do not believe in war and do
not want to participate in the
military go on record as a consci
entious objector by writing to

CCCO, P.O. Box 15796, Philadel
phia, Pa., 19103.
"The usefulness of this card is
that it provides a record of an in
dividual's opposition to war and
the military,’’ said Spears. "This
CO card will help demonstrate to
the military that the individual
will not serve in the military Con
scientious objectors, along with
the large numbers of nonregistrants and the vocal anti

draft movement may help deter
Congress from establishing a
peace-time draft.’"

CCCO was founded in 1948 as
the Central Committee for Con
scientious Objectors and is a na
tional, non-profit agency counseling young Americans facing the
prospect of military service or
those already in the military.
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OpINION
Sakes Alive, Elmo!

Just close
ONE. and

Panic no substitute
for rationalized vote
By MARCY NOLAN
When I was little and subject
to toddler tantrums, my mother
taught me a phr^ that worked
like a charm to quiet my hyste
ria: "Panic is the enemy or effi
ciency."
Mother explained its meaning
and the value of keeping calm
when confronted with an inflam
mable situation. It worked, beca^ by the time I managed to
enunciate this aphorism, the pan
ic had ebbed.
Now it seems to me the same
system might work with women
who get hysterical with rear
about ERA or even about voting
for the presidential candidate
who will best represent their in
terests.

Some UNF students have late
ly given me some printed litanies
of woes that will come to pass
should ERA p^, from homosex
ual takeovers to unisex toilets.
Now we've had unisex WC's in
our house for years and had nary
a complaint yet. But that's nei
ther here nor there. The fact is,
ERA says noth
ing or these mat
ters. Actually; the whole amend
ment consists of 23 words:
"Equality of rights under the law
shall not be denied or abridged by
the U.S. or by any state on ac
count of sex." You can of course
read anything in these words and
obviously some people have.

On Nov.4, express yourself,
don't panic. VOTE.

'Moral Majority' undermines Christianity
By RUTHAVEN

If you have never encountered
a minion of the "Moral Majority"
consider yourself singularly
blessed by God and pray that this •
mark of divine favor will contin
ue. For those who .are fortunate
enough to be unfamiliar with this
sect. it is a group of extremely
conservative fundamentalists
that make Oliver Cromwell look
like Bishop Pike.
It is precisely because I consid
er myself a Christian that the te
nets of this group offend me. Al

ready enough evil has been done
in the name of the Prince of
Peace. America does not need an
Inquisition.
Last week I was appalled to
witness a member of this group
harrassing a Jewish student. The
group member apparently was
insisting quite politely to this stu
dent that the student was
damned, obviously following in
the footsteps of a "Majority"
leader who said that God did not
hear the prayers of Jews. I could
almost hear the strains of "To
morrow Belongs To Me" in the

background.
In all fairness to the speaker,
he was totally sincere and I do.
not doubt that he genuinely be
lieved that he was carrying out
God's will, but then so believed
Torquemada, the general of the
Spanish Inquisition.

Perhaps I am being over dra
matic. It is hard to imagine a Da
chau in America but, unfortu
nately, it is not impossible to
imagine a few discrete pogroms.
To me, the greatest threat
posed by the "Moral Majority" is

Letters to the editor

that non-Christians viewing them
may think that they accurately
represent the message of Christianity. If so, perhaps many de
cent, loving, caring, people who
cannot accept a message of hate,
may never come to the Master.
As Christians we are not permit
ted to dislike these people; how
ever, we are permitted to dislike
their actions.
We must refute them by show
ing a proper Christian example
and by trying to dissuade them
from this perversion of Christ's
message. I wish I could say that

I had behaved with such restraint
when -I saw the aforementioned
encounter.
Unfortunately, my intense re
pulsion to such action overcame
my self control; rather than try
ing to reason in a Christian fash
ion, I rudely told the speaker that
he was not worth the time of ei
ther the Jewish student that he
was insulting or myself.
It is to be hoped that should the
event occur again, I and any of
my readers will be able to set a
more Christian example.

The SpiNNAkER
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This commuter is busy living
Editor:
Congratulations are in order
for being so stupid concerning the
last issue of the Spinnaker deal
ing with the article on the ugly
commuter.
You apparently overlooked a
few minor details in describing
the ugly commuter. Let me list
some fo the most obvious: (1) we
ugly commuters have to work
8-10 hours per day (this is some
thing you have obviously never

done), (2) many of us ugly com
muters have a family to support.
You know what a family is editor
don't you? (free food, bed, car),
(3) we ugly commuters usually
have to study the other nights of
the week taking time away from
our families and free time. You
know what free time is, don't you
editor? (sitting and talking and
wasting lime at the Boathouse,
Ice Cream Shoppe, and the cafe
teria.)

It seems obvious that you, edi
tor, are no longer in touch with
the reality of this life. Your paper
defends the protection of Marine
Whales, and yet advertises unas
hamedly the murder of innocent
human babies through the inhu
man practice of abortion.
But not all is a loss. The person
you eventually go to work for will
be an ugly commuter.
John L. Stokes
Student

University reinforces sexist language in texts
Editor:
It has come to the attention of
this student (through painful ex
perience) that the content of
many texts used at this institu
tion is sexist. Granted, our soci
ety is gradually becoming aware
of the existence of women as per
sons and there is a lag between
this realization and its incorpora-

tion into educational literature,
but shouldn't the universities be
in the vanguard for change in
stead of merely plodding along
with outdated and discriminatory
norms?
IL is also of signifcnce that
some faculty. members persist
and insist upon the use and inad-

vertent perpetuation of exclusive
language.
This student finds these condi
tions most distasteful and sug
gests that corrective steps be
taken.

Name withheld by request

A concerned student
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Voters have choice of third party plus
THE LIBERAL PERSPECTIVE
By BARBARA BERMPHOL

The dominant emotions of the
electorate this year seem to be
apathy and dread. The growing
number of undecided voters in
the public opinion polls indicates
that many voters are unhappy
with having either Carter or Rea
gan elected president, and they
are putting off making the awful
decision for as long as possible.

On November 4, many voters
will grit their teeth and "vote for
the lesser of two evils." But do

we really want an "evil" to lead
our nation for the next four
years?
Fortunately, this year there is
a third man running for pres
ident. And his candidacy gives us
a constructive, positive choice.
His name is John B. Anderson.

Your vote for Anderson will
not be a wasted vote. If Anderson
wins, you will have helped to
elect a man of intellect, common
sense and experience, at a time
when we sorely need all three.

But even if he does not win, your
vote will not be wasted. You will
be letting politicians know that is
sues and specific positions are
more important than campaign
rhetoric and empty promises.
Can you honestly vote for Car
ter when you have witnessed his
dismal record first-hand? Arthur
Schlesinger said, "Carter does
not deserve 20 more seconds in
the White House, let alone four
more years." A vote for Carter is
a ratification of failure.

Columnist turns table on
president’s accusations
By BURTON MASTERS

Under the Carter administra
tion, we have been told that we
are responsible for our nation's
problems. Carter has alternately
blamed the American people, the
Federal Reserve Board and the
OPEC nations for our economic
problems.
The reality is that the federal
government's deficit spending of
billions and billions of dollars
over the past four years accounts
for most of the inflation that has
occurred. It is not the American
people that are to blame. Carter's
own tax and spending policies are
at fault.
Americans have paid dearly
for the Carter policies of the past
four years. It has been reported
that now only one out of 11 new
families can afford to buy a
house. Under Carter, government
spending has increased 60 per
cent.
Carter has told us that we must
continue to sacrifice and pay

Conservative
Corner
more taxes. In fact, Carter has
implemented two of the largest
tax increases in the history of the
nation and there is nothing to
show for it.
American voters need to ask
themselves a simple question:
have things gotten better or
worse over the past four years?
The answer is clear — things
have gotten worse, much worse,
under the Carter presidency.
In 1976, Carter stated that the
misery index of 12 (inflation plus
unemployment) was too high. He
said that a president should not
run for re-election if the rate was
that high.
Now after four years of Jimmy
Carter the misery index is up to
21 percent. Inflation has risen

from 6 percent to 8 percent. By
Carter's own standards, he should
not run for re-election.
There are some that say the
past four years were a training
period for Jimmy Carter and the
problems are not his fault. Balo
ney!
He has been unable to develop
a coherent and consistent foreign
or domestic policy. The Carter
failure is one of leadership. He
has simply failed to take this
country in any direction but
down.
Can we afford four more years
of what Carter has to offer? Do
we want another four years of
economic misery, of increasing
taxes, inflation and unemploy
ment? Can we survive another
four years of military decline?
I think not. Ask yourself if you
as an individual can afford an
other four years of the same.
Please vote. Your future may de
pend on it.

WJAX-FM

And what of Reagan? He
promises to balance the budget,
decrease taxes, increase defense,
all without damaging existing so
cial programs. If we believe Rea
gan- can do that, then we must
still believe in the Tooth Fairy,
and we will deserve what we get.
Smiles, jokes and one-liners will
not solve the problems America
faces in the 80's.
Every word a president utters
weighs a ton. We can't afford to
take a chance on someone whose
statements must continually be
interpreted and corrected. We
need a serious man of deliberate,
reasoned judgment.

ar arms race and the energy is
sue. The economy will be affect
ed and directed by both.
Carter and Reagan speak fond
ly of spending billions of dollars
to develop weapons even more
deadly than those we now pos
sess. Carter says he is the candi
date for peace, and yet he, not
Reagan, is for draft registration.

Dismal choices?

John Anderson is that man.

Yes, but there is an alternative
this year. We can register our dis
content with what the two-party
system has given us. It is impor
tant for us to signify to politicians
and other Americans where we
place our values.

The two greatest problems
which the president will face
upon inauguration are the nucle

Your vote is your voice. Do not
waste it by voting for someone
you do not really approve of.

Campus poll says
Cater's lead slim
A survey conducted by an Ad
vanced Journalistic Writing class
the week of October 20-25 indicat
ed that President Jimmy Carter
held the lead in the race for the
presidency by a slim margin of 3.1
percent.
The survey was a strata sam
pling of 259 University of North
Florida students, faculty, and ca
reer personnel.
Of those surveyed, 38.6 percent
said if the election were held to
day, they would vote for Carter,
while 35.5 percent indicated they
would vote for Reagan.
The Independent candidate,
Jolin Anderson, pulled 13.1 per
cent of those surveyed. Five per
cent would vote for "other” and
6.6 percent had no preference.
When asked what is the most
important problem facing the
country today 58.3 percent cited

the economy. Defense was con
sidered the most pressing prob
lem by 12.4 percent while only 1.5
perceived the ERA as the leading
problem.
Which candidate will do a bet
ter job of keeping the country
prosperous? According to the
survey, 39.8 percent said Reagan
would, 30.1 percent felt Carter
would be the bettter man for the
job, while 10.8 viewed Anderson
as the person to keep the nation
on a prosperous course. Five per
cent prefered "other” and 13.1
had no preference.
On the issue of keeping the
United States out of World War
III, Carter received the higest
marks, with 58.3 percent indicat
ing that he would be more likely
to keep the United States out of
war. Reagan garnered a 16.2 per
cent vote of confidence, while An
derson received 11.2 percent.

UNIVERSITY

Lakes

S. FROM $186.
APT

Creative Recreational Program:
Beautiful Facilities:
Saunas, whirlpools,tennis
clubhouse , and laundry facilities.

Old

Hickory

APARTMENTS

THE ROCK OF THE CITY

11555
Beach
Blvd.

PRIVATE PATIO
RECREATIONAL AREA
LAUNDRY MAT
641-1575
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

1 Bedroom - From $200
convenient to UNF

2.Bedroom From $250
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Deanfavorschangein Venture

By CHARLES RIDDLES
When I first came to Univer
sity of North Florida, I was
amazed at the number of stu
dents who came to me complain
ing about the Venture require
ments." said Dr. Peter Salus.
dean of the college of arts and
sciences.
"These kids felt they were be
ing robbed of their upper level
education by having to take these
courses. And I see their point. I
can't see any reason why stu
dents on the verge of graduation

Title

should have to take freshman
courses."
As a result of the long-time
controversy over Venture
courses, a new policy is being
considered by the Faculty Associ
ation.
"I interpret what the college of
arts and sciences has done as
eliminating the Venture require
ment," said Salus.
However, he said, the new re
quirements, if approved by the
Faculty Association, will not take

full affect until September of
1983.
One of the proposed new
changes is the requirement of
eight semester hours of a foreign
language for members of the col
lege of arts and sciences.
"We've got to bring this about
gradually," said Salus, "so the
people from Florida Junior Col
lege and the other junior colleges
can be prepared in advance to
come to UNF. You can't just say,
sorry, we've just pulled the rug

courses

out from under you."
In the proposed new curricu
lum, each student, before gradua
tion from UNF, must complete
nine semester hours of English,
three hours of fine arts or philos
ophy, three of math, six of hu
manities, seven-eight of natural
sciences, three of history, twelve
of social science, and eight of for
eign language.
"We'll eventually end up with a
much better curriculum," said
Salus.

The committee, which de
signed the proposed new curricu
lum, was composed of Drs. Gersin Yessin, Joan Bray, Allen Til
ley, Charles Winton, and Linas
F'olley.
"Beside the new requirements,
the other major change is that
what is now called the Venture
requirement will no longer have
to be taken at UNF," Salus said,
"A student who wants to could
satisfy these requirements at the
junior college level."

Nine^ to change womens status

By JEAN SPEIGHTS

Jim Haywood, vice-president
for Administrative Affairs at the
University of North Florida, re
turned from an organizational
meeting of the newly created
State University System Council
on Equity in Athletics with a
glowing optimism about sports
programs at UNF.
UNF may be the first university in Florida where Title IX
pushes men's as well as women's
athletics to the forefront," said
Haywood while discussing the
impact of Title IX.

Title IX of the Education
Amendment of 1972 stipulates
that there must be equity in fi
nancial assistance (scholarships)
based on athletic ability in all
sports programs in public institu
tions.
The recently formed Council
on Equity in Athletics is charged
with determining available re
sources for women's intercolle
giate athletics, gauging the re
sources needed to fund women's
athletic programs based on Title
IX regulations, and subsequently
advising the Board of Regents
and the Council of Presidents re

garding the required funding.
Presently UNF has no intercol
legiate program for either sex. It
is also the only university in the
state without a gym, although a
gym is envisioned for 1983 if fund
ing is appropriated.
There is, however, no longrange plan for an intercollegiate
sports program.
"A first step to implementing a
long-range sports program would
be the appointment of a director
of intercollegiate sports," said
Haywood.

Haywood explained the dilem-

ma faced by the Coucil on Equity, "It is typical that in the big
universities, football carries oth
er sports, but football is usually
funded by non-tax dollars: ticket
sales, alumni support, and stu
dent government support."
"The basic problem is identify
ing some source of revenue to
fund equity in sports without
damaging existing programs," he
said.
Barbara Palmer, women's ath
letic director of Florida State
University and a member of the
council, said a gap does exist in
athletic programs state wide, es-

pecially In the big "football" uni
versities, but that Florida is com
mitted to a quality program for
women and Florida is assuming a
leadership role in instituting such
programs.
Last year the state legislature
mandated that 20 cents of every
tuition dollar be set aside for
women's sports. Since UNF does
not have such a program the Stu
dent Government Association al
locates the money via activities
and services funds. The money is
distributed to various clubs and
activities which are sport orient
ed.

Magnum

Force

Magnum

Force Football
Nov.

4

6:oo PM

______ Englewood H S

Nov. 8 Jacksonville ________ Ed White HS
8:00 PM
Nov. 17 Orlando SandalwoodHS
8:00PM

Nov
Nov.

20 _______ Gator Bowl

29__________________ Raines HS

Football turnout is largest ever
in Intramural Sports program

7 30 PM
8:00 PM

FOR TICKET INFORMATION CALL 246-7795

F^^^L

JACKSONVILLE SHERIFF S OFFICE

P & M Promotions Inc.
PRESENTS

The Biggest Buying Elimination Tournament Ever Held
plus
The Greatest Give-away Event Ever Presented

Night of the Toughest
Jax Coliseum
Friday & Saturday, Nov. 14 and 15, 8PM.

• Fans!!
Win over 820,000 in prizes including two Volkswagon
Rabbitts from Frank Griffin Volkswagon.
Fans!!
Come and see the toughest, wild and crazy brawlers in the
city slug it out.
Fans!!
Win refrigerators, color T.V. sets,
microwave ovens, washers & dryers from Consumer's Warehouse
See Jax. toughest win a new 400 cc motorcycle from
Ron Turner Cycles

Reserved Tickets $9 & $7.50 Gen. Adm. $550
Tickets Available At
Coliseum and Auditorium Box Office 633-2900, Regency Tick
et Service, All Budget Tapes & Records, All Music Shops, All
Cal's Records (incl. Fernandina), All Abe Livert Records,
Sears (Downtown & Orange Park), D.J.'s Record Shop, Volu
sia Mall (Daytona), Sound Garden (Palatka), And Superior
Cleaners 765-3901.

By JAY LUNDY

A total of seven six-member
teams, with each team playing
one game against each other, will
play through Nov. 20.
"It looks like football will have
a larger turn out than ever be
fore, and the good thing is that a
lot of the teams have begun prac
ticing already," said Larry M.
Kemp, student director of in
tramurals.

One of the most interesting in
tramural programs in the Univer
sity of North Florida's history be
gan Oct. 28 with a schedule of
eight events including two new
ones, and another with more par
ticipants than ever before.
Registration for the events
ended Oct. 17 and the results indi
cate a larger turn out than ex
The two new events, surfing
pected.
UNF - FJC Student Discount!

1981
Ski-Weekends
SUGAR MOUNTAIN, N.C.

••
•

FEB. 12-15 & Feb. 19-22
Depart Thursday Evening
Return Sunday • Round trip
Transportation
Hotel • Ski Lessons • Ski Equip
ment • and • Lift Tickets •

*

COST: $142. (4 per room)

*

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
FJC South Student Activities - 646-2272
or Leisure
Tours at
(904) 725-1221.

and the "Space Invaders" com
puter game, were included to at
tract more participants and inter
est to the program, stated Intra
mural Director Don Thibault.

The surfing contest, featuring
five competitors, was held Oct.
30 at the Jacksonville Beach
Pier. No results were available as
of press time. The Space Invad
ers, with seven participants, will
begin by Nov. 19, and will be a
double elimination tournament.
Ping-pong (table tennis) and
billiards are also double elimina
tion events and are scheduled for
Nov. 19. Ping-pong will have eight
competitors, while billiards will
have six.
The largest number of signees
came from the men's tennis
event. Sixteen persons registered
for the event, scheduled for Nov.
19. It will be single elimination.

Women's tennis, which will be
double elimination among eight,
is scheduled for Nov. 12.
Only three persons signed up
for chess and women's racquet
ball and thus each event will be a
round robin.
Spectators are invited to watch
the competition. There is no ad
mission charge. Other than the
surfing contest, all events will be
conducted at UNF.
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SGA surveys Bookstore shortcomings
BY DONALD E. ATHAN

terrible," said Merrey.

The University of North Flor
ida campus bookstore, its prob
lems and their ramifications, are
currently undergoing the scrutiny
of the Student Government Asso
ciation.

He speculated that if an Occu
pational Safety and Health Admin
stration inspector we're to
walk through the bookstore "he
would find, let's say, more than
one violation."

This study is taking the form of
a survey conducted by Keith
Merrey, vice president of the
SGA, and a small group of its
members.

Merrey said this term books
were stacked on top of shelves
and over the floor that the book
store was "total madness. . . you
had to fight your way through" at
the b
eginning of this term.

According to Merrey the sur
vey is about one-third completed
and is focusing mainly on the
bookstore's problems with space
and acquisition of textbooks.

"If it's allowed to continue like
that I'm sure there will bo some
one injured eventually," he said.

"The space in the bookstore is

Merrey said the space situation
could get worse with the switch

next fall to the semester system.
He asked, "What happens when
we go to the semester system
and each person in lieu of taking
three classes at a time are taking
five or six classes?" He says this
will involve a much larger inven
tory of books than at present and
will hamper space even more.
Although she agrees with Merrey's perception of a space prob
lem, Donna Rawlins, the book
store manager, thinks there will
bo some advantage for them in
the change to a semester system.
Even with having to stock a
larger inventory she says, "We'll
probably bo ordering, hopefully,
less frequently."

Another problem of the book
store is its failure to acquire all
the textbooks needed during a
term. As Merrey sees it, the prob
lem is the failure of the faculty to
turn in book orders when request

UNF BOATHOUSE

ed.
The survey reviews the book
orders of the current term and
"unfortunately, quite a few of the
book orders were received past
the date requested by the book
store.

"Some of the faculty members
didn't turn in orders until three or
four days before classes started,"
Merrey said.
He said he hopes the survey
will expose textbook publishers
and distributors who make a hab
it of delaying or cutting back on
orders.

One solution to the bookstore
space problem, Merrey said, is
the plan to expand into the area
currently occupied by the cafete
ria.
The cafeteria is slated to move
into the new Student Activities

HAPPY HOUR

STEIN NIGHT
Starting Nov. 5th.

(Every other Wed. Night, 4:30 - 8:30)

Nov. 13, 4 - 8PM.

Bring your own mug and drink all-u-can for $5. Only those
bringing mugs can paricipate. For others, beer is regular
price. The most original mug will win a prize or a free
night of drinking (next time). Join the fun!

Live Band

Serving Hours:

Monday - Thursday 11:30-9:30
Friday Closed

Loose Change

Beer, Deli Sand., Soft Pretzels & Chips
Deli Sand. made to order; Roast beef, Turkey, Ham, Hot
___
__
P1111trami, Corned beef.

ICE CREAM SHOPPE
11:30 - 8:30
Monday - Thursday
Closed on Friday

BOOK 'N
TAPEWORM
Still open to serve you.
Serving the Arlington
Area for 12 Years

A
MOST
COMPLETE
HEAD SHOP

Beer will be 30₵ to every one with

valid student or faculty I.D. card.

MOVIES
Barry Lyndon

Nov. 7

The Late Show

Nov. 14

The Humphrey Bogart Film Festival
Sat. Nov. 22
1 2 noon until
Beat the Devil

Knock On Any Door

African Queen

Kane Mutiny

Dead Reckoning

Casablanca
Sahara

1411 University Boulevard North

• Center upon completion.

The time of tins move, like the
old library renovation, is vague.
Bill Munson, campus planner,
said the Student Activities Center
should bo completed "sometime
near the end of February."

"No moves can b
e made until
all moves are evaluated," he stat
ed. These moves are evaluated
by a "space committee" ap
pointed by UNF Interim Pres
ident Dr. Andrew Robinson.
When completed this survey
will bo distributed to the other
eight state universities to help
. them with their bookstore situa
tions, said Merrey.

Merrey is quick to point out
that the object of this survey is
not to hurt the bookstore but to
make it possible for things to run
• more smoothly for the students

Employees'
Association
sans leader
By PHILIP SCIBELLI
The Career Service Associ
ation, which represents state em
ployees on campus except stu
dents and faculty, entered Fall
Quarter without a president.
The organization has been
without leadership since April.
Nanette Rund served as CSA's
last president and is presently ac
tive in that capacity.
CSA is a self-governed organi
zation providing labor-related
services for personnel employed
by the State of Florida at the Uni
versity of North Florida. Staff
evaluation, promotion, compensation and working conditions are
CSA's primary concerns. The la
bor force at UNF currently numers about 300 persons including
b
secretaries, maintenance staff,
campus police along with ac
countants, printers, artists, and
groundskeepers.
Rund, the fourth president of
the organization, considers the
role of the state employee vital to
the internal operation of the
school. "State employees initial
contact with a student, and the
impression the employee makes
could determine the student's de
cision to enroll at UNF, she said.
A Jacksonville native, Rund
had b
een employed by the state
since 1971 and earned an associ
ates degree from Florida Junior
College in 1973. She is currently
working towards a bachelor's de
grees at UNF.
State employees enjoy the
privilege of six free academic
hours of courses per quarter.
CSA meets on the first friday
of each month and all .permanent
state employees are invited to at
tend.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Chapin performance
delights his audience

Bowie album
full of rage
By REYNADINE

By JIM HENDERSON
He walked to center stage,
picked up his guitar, flashed a
smile and began to play without
saying a word to the 2500 or so
fans in the Jacksonville Civic
Auditorium.
It was pure and simply Harry
Chapin. As the applause started
to die down the faint sound of a
guitar could be heard. The tune:
"'A Better Place To Be." It was
the first time Harry Chapin and
his band had taken the stage in
1980.
Immediately obvious was that
the band was missing its long
time cellist, Kim Scholes who
••got tired of slumming it." In his
place was the very gifted Yvonne
Cable.
Cable was sitting in the audi
ence the last time they were in

Jacksonville, Chapin said. She
was chosen from a group of 28
who auditioned for the slot.
Chapin said he had a special at
tachment for Jacksonville be
cause it was the first place his
group played outside of New
York state in their early days.
Eleven albums later, Chapin
and the band sound fantastic.
The newest Chapin album, "Se
quel," was introduced at the Oct.
23 concert. The title cut is a fol
low up on the Chapin classic
"Taxi." Other new songs intro
duced included "I Miss America"
and "Story of a Life," both of
which were well applauded by
the audience.
The evening wound up with
•'Circle" as an encore, a song
which says"... we will all be to
gether again."

Tue.

Bartenders Night
Dollar Night

Wed.

Country & Western Night

Mon.

David Bowie's new album,
"Scary Monsters," seems to ful
fill a promise he made on his last
album, "Lodger." The album
opens and closes with two differ
ent versions of the same song,
"It's No Game, Part I and Part
II" sung in two "completely po
larized styles." According to
Bowie, Part I is just a straight
forward protest song full of rage.
Part II is what happens when a
song has been sung so many
times that it has been drained of
all force. The two examples of
this would be "Where Have All
The Flowers Gone" and "Blow
ing In The Wind," two songs that
have become so gelded that they
can be sung by church youth
groups.

The title track, "Scary Mon
sters," is about a man looking
back at a young girl he has cor
rupted and destroyed, and the
combination of remorse and glee
he feels as a result of doing this.
The showpiece of the album is
"Ashes to Ashes," which Bowie
calls a 1980's nursery rhyme.

— photo by Corl Miller

Male Dancers, for the Ladies
(gentlemen welcome, second floor) Ladies Drink Free
8 - 11
Fri. & Sat.
Ladies Night, Ladies Drink Free 8 - 11.
Thur.

The Jamie DeFrates Trio entertained UNF stu
dents, faculty and friends recently during a concert at the new Boathouse. The Student Govern
ment Association sponsored the event.

‘It’s My Turn’ puzzles critic
By JIM HENDERSON
Jill Clayburgh and Michael
Douglas in "a funny love story."
That is how the promoters are
pushing the new Columbia re
lease "'It's My Turn."

a Music Forum & Eating Establishment

In reality the picture is not fun
ny and it's a job trying to figure
out who's in love with whom in
this 90 minute package of confu
sion.
Dr. G. ( Clayburgh) is a bril-

SHARP'S
TAVERN

Proudly Presents

Pitcher nights

Nationally recognized musical
artists in a living room atmosphere.

$2.00
(or anytime
with

Grand Opening November 11th another Applejack's
1111 Cesery Blvd.
Jacksonville's Unique Entertainment — Food Combination.
Now at 1111 Cesery Blvd. and
1402 San Marco Blvd.

Pool
Foosball
Electronic
&

Ladies night, Wed.
(ladies drinks, 1/2 price)
,. ,-All UNF& F-JC students &. faculty, welco
me

1402 San Marco Blvd.

1111 Cesery Blvd.

Jacksonville, Florida

Jacksonville, Florida 32211

(904) 398-2111

(904) 743-0058

In this album Bowie has pre
sented us with visions of the past,
present and future, all of them
extremely unpleasant, offering no
hope whatsoever. The truly horri
fying fact is that he is probably
right. All that remains to be said
is "I am barred from the event. I
really don't understand the situa
tion. So where is the moral...."

11961 Beach Blvd

,

(Across from Alhambra neater, behind Little Champ)

liant math professor who is living
a lifestyle straight out of the
pages of "Cosmopolitan," or
"Working Woman." Her live-in
lover, played, by Charles Grodin,
gives her what the glossies refer
to as space. Space to grow, to de
velop, to realize her full potential.
A weekend trip to watch dad .
get married results in an intro
duction to Ben ( Douglas), her
new mom's son.
Ben is an ex-baseball superstar.
who was forced into early retire
ment when he injured his shoul
der.
A jet-speed relationship devel
ops between Dr. G. and Ben, but
Ben is not willing to leave his
wife of seven years.
The weekend affair with Ben
leaves Dr. G. (and the audience)
confused. All of a sudden Dr. G.
realizes she has too much space
and not enough commitment in
her life.
It's hard to imagine what com
bination of commitment and
space would maks Dr. G. happy.
The movie ends rather abruptly
without balancing the equation.
The whole point of "It's My
Turn." may well be to illustrate
-that,ttiere are no sure-fire formuas to b
e found, that will balance
our lives for us.
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Giant Card helps handicapped
By MARCY NOLAN
Three years ago when Mark
Peterson, a retarded citizen from
Jacksonville, won national recog
nition for his Christmas card de
signs Dr. Robert Siudzinksi con
ceived the idea of a giant Christ
mas card at the University of
North Florida.
Siudzinski is chairman of the
Department of Special Education
at UNF and in 1978 when he
heard of Mark from the Duval
Association of Retarded Citi:zens
(DARC) be had the giant card
designed (with photos or Mark's
prize winning art) and displayed

it in the campus cafeteria. Tables
were also sot up to accept dollar
contributions in return for contri
butors' signatures on th
e card to
all on campus.
That year $250 was raised and
donated to DARC by the Students
• Council for Exceptional Children.
The SCEC is comprised of stu
dents connected with the Depart
ment of Special Education.
SCEC speared th
e giant card
again last year but with disappointing and limited success.
"I was the project's coordina
tor last year,’" said Dr. John
Venn. assistant professor in Spe

cial EdiicaUco “hut the card was
designed too late and we weren't
well oraani^."

lettering on the card. The two
photographs or Christmas scenes
are blow-ups of actual greeting
cards designed by retarded citi
zens like Mark.

Consequently, last year SC EC
only raised $77 with the giant
card.

Siudzinski and Venn said, "This
is a run project for us and it gains
recognition for the SCEC as well
as raise money for a worthwhile
cause."
The giant Christmas card will
be on display beginning Dec. 1,
and for the usual dollar contribu
tion anyone on campus can sign
the card and write a brief mes
sage if they so desire.

Venn, who is this year's coord
inator, says they are ready and
orgainized this year. The giant
?ard, measuring four feet high
and eight feet wide, is also ready.
John Morrell, photo supervisor
for Instructional Communica
tions, designed ahd executed the

Hungry students know.
th
e best place
to go.

UNF Health
Center offers
Free TB test
By BERYL LEE
Free tuberculosis testing is
now being conducted at the Uni
versity of North Florida Student
Health Center, the first universi
ty health center in the state to do
so.
The testing, which is sponsored
and equipped by Health and Re
habilitative Services, began m
early October. So far 16 persons
have been tested.
Tuberculosis (TB) rates are
unusally high in Florida, accord
ing to Health Center Director
Kathy Greene. Last year over
1,600 new cases were reported.
Adults aged 35 — 65 run the high
est risk of contracting TB.
The TB test is given on the
forearm. A person having the test
must return in two days to have
his or her test read, so the center
initiates testing Mondays and
Tuesdays only.
If the test is positive, arrange
ments are made for a chest x-ray
and further evaluation by the
Board of Health.
"All follow-up is done by
them," said Greene. "We just do
the initial testing and then refer
them [the patients].’"
A positive reaction to the test
does not necessarily indicate TB,
Greene said. That is the reason
for follow-up x-ray procedure.
"Anyone who is a known posi
tive reactor should have a chest
x-ray once a year,’" said Greene.
These persons may go to the cen
ter and an x-ray will be arranged
for them, she said.
Greene recommended that
particularly students of education
be tested for TB because they
come in contact with such a large
number of people. However, ev
eryone should have the test done.
she added, because of the high in
cidence of the disease in Florida.

PLAYTHE
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UNF raises fee for extra parking decal
By ROSE AQUINO LYLES
The 35-cent fee for additional
parking decals for persons own
ing more than one vehicle is now
$5. decision which became ef
fective early in September at the
University of North Florida.
Funds collected from the park
ing. fees are used for mainten
ance and upkeep of the entire
parking area and for construction
of additional parking spaces.
"Replacement decals are still
35 cents. but only if a decal is sto
len, lost or destroyed," said Mar
tin Garris, Director of University
Police and Safety.
••If a person purchases another
vehicle and needs another decal,
that person is also entitled to the
35-cent decal.
•'Basically. the parking fees
were increased because funds for
maintenance could not be taken
out of the yearly budget," Garris
said.

a

Garris said students who
thought the $5 fee included the re
placement decal were the only
ones to react to the change in
fees. Other than that there was
no reaction to the change.
"If they look and see what
they're getting, they'll find that
compared with the other eight

university systems, they are get
ting a very reasonable deal."

Figures from other universities
for parking fees are as follows:
• University of South Florida
— $8 per quarter.
• University of Florida — $12
per year, or $7 for two quarters.
Florida State University —
$30 per year for faculty and staff
and $14 for students.
• University of Central Florida
— $20 per year for faculty, $12
staff and $10 students.
• Florida International Univer
sity — $6 per year. which does not

include a lighted area.

• Florida A & M University —
$1 per year for students, $5 for
faculty and staff whose income is
$8,000 or more, $3 for those under
$8,000, and $10 for administrators.
• Florida Atlantic University
— does not charge for parking.
• University of West Florida —
$9 per year for all decals.

friends, so I welcomed the in
crease.

"We are just trying to keep ev
erybody honest," Gams added.
Garris also said the 16 sworn
officers who work in safety and
security write tickets every day
for decal violations.
"The university sponsors many
events that occur on the week
end, and with the public invited to
"Not one of these universities
these events it wouldn't be logical
provide for a second decal. They
to write violations, especially
all must be purchased for the
since they are visitors and do not
amounts paid for the original de
attend UNF," Garris said.
cals," Garris said.
"However, if a person visits
• •1 appreciated the increase be during the week, a visitor's pass
cause it will cut down on the ab
can be obtained at the safety of
use of obtaining that second de
fice. If a person is recorded for
cal.
having obtained more than three
visitor's passes, he must then pur
"If everybody paid their fair
chase a decal," Garris added.
share, expenses would be less.
• "That person is no longer a
"Students would come and pur
visitor after he has received
chase three or four decals and ei
three visitor passes," Garris said.
ther give or sell them to their

"They're then considered to be
'home folks' after that third pass
has been issued..
"There's no point in students
thinking that they can sneak and
get away with it, because we are
out there every day, issuing viola
tions," Garris said.
"If these rules and regulations
were not enforced, people would
just pick up a .temporary decal
every day, and that's not being
fair to those who pay," he added.
A $2 citation is issued to those
who violate the rules but, said
Garris, "We mostly give warn
ings."
"It makes me mighty proud to
bear a UNF decal on my car,"
Garris said. "When I go out of
town or something, I am glad
that people will know that I am
affiliated with one of the best uni
versities."

Florida Junior College student forgives theft
By CONNIE BOUCHARD
"I can't hate people or society
because of what one person has
done," said Nick Th?mas, a blind

student at Honda Junior Col
lege's Kent campus.
His seeing-eye dog, Remo, dis
appeared and was allegedly sto-

Get in touch
with The Spinnaker
to get in touch
with the campus!!

NOWIN

SOUND

len from his yard in Paxon some
time after 4 a.m. on Oct. 14.
Tammy, his roommate's dog, also
disappeared at the same time but
turned up at about 11 a.m.
After Tammy's return the po
lice continued a thorough search
for Remo. He was finally located
at about 6:30 that evening nearly
a mile from his home. Thomas
said that when they finally locat
ed Remo he acted "scared to
death, as if he had been abused."
Both Remo's reactions to the
incident and the fact that Thom
as' yard was securely fenced in
tend to reaffirm his speculation
that the dogs were indeed stolen
from the yard in the middle of
the night but "got away from the
people who had them."
The dogs disappeared during
National Blindness Week.
Thomas began using Remo in
1979 when he began his freshman
year at Gordon Junior rone""' in

Georgia. Before this he used a
cane, but easily made the switch
to the leader dog. Now he prefers
this method to the cane.
"I don't have anything against
a cane but I like the dog better
because it's quicker and more
covenient for me," remarked
Thomas.
According to Thomas, Remo
was trained at the Leader Dogs
For the Blind School in Roches
ter, Michigan, where he was eval
uated by a "dog psychologist."
The psychologist matched the
dog to his new owner on the basis
of compatible personalities and
walking speeds. "I'm a fast walk
er and very outgoing," said
Thomas, "and Remo was chosen
for me because he basically has
the same characteristics."
After Thomas and Remo be
came a "well-matched pair,"
they then trained together in or
der to become accustomed to one

another. But before this, Thomas
was put through a separate train
ing program in which he learned
how to instruct Remo as well as
how to specially groom and feed
him.
Thomas is now attending his
first semester at FJC after trans
ferring from Gordon Junior Col
lege. His difficulty at the junior
college due to the lack of suffi
cient handicapped facilities and
equipment prompted him to
transfer to FJC, which is noted
for its relatively well-equipped
handicapped program.
After the recent incident with
the dogs Thomas has begun to
take measures to tighten up the
security in his yard.
A neighbor has volunteered to
help him reinforce the barrier
over his gate and he himself has
purchased a heavy duty padlock
to discourage any unwelcome
visitors from now on

ABORTIONS
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS

House Meeting
Wednesday Nov. 5
4 p.m. in the
Auditorium

•Licensed Gynecolog
ists •Individual Counseling

731-2755

•All Birth Control Methods
•Pap Smear •Physical

BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC

ALL HEALTH WOMEN'S
CENTER
4331 Univ. Blvd. S. (In Tropicana Center)

Secretarial Services
Typing
letters. reports,

r.w^^

7200 Powers Ave.
Jacksonville, Fl. 32217
737-4950

tenn papers,

dictation thesis,
notary

Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom

One day service

Barbara's Bass. Asst.

449 Kingsley Ave. 264-3382

20 minutes away from UNF & FJC South.

Tennis, Volleyball & Two Pools.
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Semester system looms for fall '81
By ROSE AQUINO LYLES

Effective Fall Quarter 1981, the
state university system will be
changing to the semester system,
a move that has more disadvan
tages than advantages, says
Bruce Gutnecht, president of
Faculty Association at the Uni
versity of North Florida.
"The chief motivation for the
change was to make it easier for
students in junior and community
colleges to transfer to the univer
sity system," Gutnecht said.
The decision to change to the
semester system was mandated
in Tallahassee about two years
ago by the Board of Regents,
Governor Bob Graham and his
cabinet and the •State Board of
Education.
Gutnecht cited many disavan
tages to the semester system,
such as:
• A great deal of effort was ex

pended by the faculty to modify
courses and programs.
• The terms are longer and the
breaks are shorter.
• There will be four entry
points, which will cause the regis
tration procedures to be im
mense.
• The amount of money spent
for the conversion is not justifi
able.
• Registration will drop during
the summer, once the system is
converted.
"For instance," Gutnecht said,
"teachers who normally register
for the summer quarter will still
be conducting classes at the be
ginning of May and this
eliminates the possibility of pro
spective students."
• Professors will have less
flexibility in the amount of teach-.
ing they must do.

The only advantages that Gut
necht sees in the change are:
It will allow the university to
add more courses to the pro
gram.
• There will be more time to
cover content.
Although the change will have
no effect on the credits, they will
be different, Gutnecht said.
"The present 90 quarter hours
will be equivalent to 60 semester
hours," he said.
The system will also affect vet
erans who are presently attend
ing night classes at UNF.
"The big effect for veterans is
that they will have trouble quali
fying for benefits unless they are
willing to take more classes,"
says Norm Caudle, director of
Veterans' Affairs.
"The system that we have now
will probably work just as the

system at FJC. However, this is
not a definite decision," Caudle
said.
Students at UNF have their
opinions about the change to the
semester system.
"I don't like it. I prefer the
quarter system because the se
mester system is too long," said
Beryl Lee, a student in the Col
lege of Art and Sciences.
"I have been coming to UNF
on a part-time basis, but now I
want to hurry up and get out of
here," she said.
Nancy Prickett, a 1979 FJC
graduate, said, "I didn't realize
how nice the quarter system was
until I got here at UNF. It’s eas
ier to maintain your energy level
when you know you're only going
to be there [class] a few weeks."
However, the change will suit
Alan Garten, another student
from the College of Arts and Sci

ences, just fine.
"I like the semester system be
cause it is more spreaded. You
can be absent from a class, and
yet won't miss that much," he
said.
"Members of the faculty are
not crazy about the idea either,"
Gutnecht said.
William Roach, an associate
professor, said, "I taught in the
semester system and the fourone-four system which the latter
I liked.
"For my discipline there are
advantages to a longer period of
time.
However, he added, "Frankly,
the quarters are easier. It tends
to give a more concentrated peri
od and I object to starting to
teach in late August of 81.
"I find it barbaric. We will lose
about two and a half weeks or
more," he said.

Computer center files contain all the dope at UNF
By LEILA CARTER

The Computer Center at the
University of North Florida has a
file on you!
Located on the second floor of
Building Three on UNF campus,
the computer center has two pri
mary objectives: to serve the
students, and to perform adminis
trative work.
According to Jack Tinsley, di

rector of computer services,
knowledge of computer resourc
es should be part of a basic cur
riculum the same as math, Eng
lish, history, and sciences.
Tinsley said too few students
• are aware of the valuable assis
tance offered by computers be
cause of a kind of "mystique"
about the machines.
Currently utilized by the edu

cords which are obtained via tele
phone lines on a direct hookup
from terminals in Gainesville.
UNF’s center is a part of the
Northeast Regional Data Center
(NERDC) headquartered at the
University of Florida in Gaines
ville. There are two other such
centers in the university system,
one in Tallahassee at Florida
State University and the other in
Tampa at the University of South

cation, journalism and computer
science departments, the termi
nals on campus also play a major
role in the administration of the
university.
Registration, student records,
transcripts, grade processing and
student demographics comprise
only a small part of information
utilized. Purchasing, payrolls,
personnel files and bookstore in
ventory are some of the other re

Florida.
Two other systems, the FSU
Computer Center and the Florida
International University Comput
er Center in Miami are utilized
primarily for instruction and re
search.
A staff of 15 operates the UNF
computer center. The 16 termi
nals are more accessible than
any other facility on campus due
to the center's extensive hours.

THE CHANGE IS HERE!
Game Explanation

$25,000 In change

Pick up complete game
rules & a Magic Money
Match card wherever
Coke© Is sold!

!

Y-103 and Coca-Cola present the "Magic Money Match Game"
which consists of a weekly contest board with fifty individually
numbered squares, behind each of which is a cash denomination
listed. There are twenty-five different cash denominations, each
with a match, totalling a minimum of five thousand dollars per
board. The object of the Magic Money Match game is for a desig
nated caller to name any two numbers on the board and to
attempt to match the cash denomination behind each number.

For Example:
Number 25 is chosen, and behind it is $100
Number 3 is chosen and behind it is $100
The caller would receive $100 cash for matching two
identical cash denominations.
If the contestant fails to match identical cash denominations, a
consulation prize will be awarded.

Game will be played 10 times daily from 6am to 2 am, Monday
through Friday, and 5 times on Saturdays and 3 times on Sundays.
Use the convenient "Magic Money Match" card to keep track of
the numbers played. They're available at participating stores
where Coca-Cola is sold. No purchase is necessary.

Y•103
.

WIVY-FM

-
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clASSifiEd Ads
FOR SALE
LTD Country Squire 1973 AC,PB,
radio, runs and looks good, good
Teresa, $700. call 641-4736.
Sacrifice Thunderbird 79, dark
blue, PS. PB, AC, radial tires,
good condition. $4,700 or best of
fer, call 641-4736.
73 Datson 610, 4 cylinder, 4 speed.
Apple green, very clean, AM/FM
radio. AC needs T.L.C. $1,795. Call
246-1119 evenings.
Attention: Basic Photography
students and others, Pentax K
1,000 camera with earring case
and misc. photo material. Call
anytime 743-5709.
75 Honda CB360, engine needs to
be rebuilt, $100. Comet motorcy
cle trailer $120. call Mike at
241-0216.
80 VW Rabbit. Loaded. 11,000
miles. $7,500. or take up payments
(243/mo.) call days 641-2501 ask
for Marsha. nights 725-4395.
1978 Monte Carlo 6 cyl., black, tan
velour int., wire wheels, AC,
AM/FM tape. $1,500 and take
over payments. Cali Jon 396-9700
(work) or evenings 733-4829
(home).
Pretty, white twin bed with
frame and good mattress $65., al
so coffee and two end tables $25.
Leave message at student activities for Craig, 646-2875.
Minolta camera, miniture 16mm
camera with flash attachment
and tripod. Only $50. in excellent
condition, can be seen at Spinna
ker or call Jim at 646-2817 or
388-8508.
75 Dodge Van, excellent condition
with many extras. Camper, new
tires, battery and silver paint
must see to appreciate. $2,000.
call 388-8508.
Headbeard for double or queen
size bed in Pecan wood. Very
nice, 3-part design with raised de
sign on each. 43" x 61" wide. A
very good buy at $50. Call
733-5152.
Very nice beige drapes - 3 pr. 84"
long, 1 pr. 63" long. Excellent con
dition. Deal includes 2 pr. brown
sheers, tiebacks/rings and hooks
(even the rods) - all for only $50.
Camera equipment 8mm movie
camera and tripod, $50; 8mm
movie projector, $35; tray slide
projector with trays, $50; 30” x
40" glass-beaded screen, $10; Sun
Gun movie light, $5. Call Barbara
after 6pm, 725-6365.
1952 Gibson ES-175 S acoustic/electric jazz guitar. Excellent
condition. $400 or better. 731-5969.
Royal 440 office typewriter (man
ual) good condition, $35. Call
646-2727. ask for Laura or leave
message.
Services
Television sales and service free
cable connection notes. Rogero
TV servicenter, 1833 Rogero rd.
744-9444.
Guitar lessons three finger folk
style, jazz and plectrum classical.
$5 @ hr or barter. 731-5009.
Datsun 280-Z 1978, stereo, AC, 5
speed excellent cond. Motorcy
cle, 1977 Harley Davison 1200cc,
full dress, cash or trade. Call
246-7263 or 246-7750.
1979 Geld Catalina for $600. call
-2650
646
evenings/afternoons.

1975 Honda 360 Motorcycle with
ferring - $600. Call 246-8119 after
7pm.
23 Foot Paceship Sailboat
equipped for cruising/racing $11,500. Call 246-8119 after 7pm.
1978 VW Rabbit Champgne ed. all
the extras. Call Bob at 646-2820 or
268-2949.
10 speed bicycle, Schwinn Super
Sport. Like new. $140 or best of
fer. 21" frame baby blue. Call
246-7769 or 646-2909.
Folbot! Super Model. A kayak
that will fold & fit into your trunk.
Excellent condition, extras. $500.
firm. Call 737-9305.
Boat 15 1/2 ft. Crewscraft Bowrid
er, tilt Gator trailer, 50 hp Evinrude motor, custom cover. $1150.
or best offer. 743-5122 after 6.
Nice white queen bed; coffee ta
bles; side table; study lamp; col
or T.V. must sell. Call 646-2875.
Men's 3 speed bike, $30., 6-string
acoustic guitar $20. Call after 6
p.m. 724-1743.
1973 Ford Grand Torino. Excel
lent condition, power steering,
breaks, air radio. New tires. Ask
for Granny or Clint, 284-5438.
1980 CM 400T. 2400 miles, no equi
ty, assume balance. Excellent
condition. Call 282-4964.
Childrens' Playhouse, large
enough for an adult to stand up,
built in table and benches. Per
fect Christmas gift. Call 731-3087,
after 5:00.

WANTED
Male or Female roommate to
share 3Br. house in Ponte Vedra.
$150 plus utilities. Call Bob at
285-2591.
Female roommate _ to share 2
Br. apt. near Regency Square.
$145 plus 1/2 utilities. Call Beverly,
721-2852.
Have lovely, spacious house to
share in Jax Beach, women or
man ok. $150. month including
utilities, 246-0788 or 646-2572.
Roommate to share 3 Br. house
in Sandalwood; $150/mo. plus util
ities call Rex at 642-1454.
Female roommate or roommates
to share apartment with JU stu
dent. Call Darlene, 398-0201.

Looking for female roommate, 2
Br. apt. to share at beach. Prefer
vegetarian/non-smoker. $100/Mo.
rent & 1h utilities. Call Cindy at
246-8483.
Roommate to share expenses on
a 2 Br. townhouse at Regency
Lakes. $225 to move in. Call work,
725-7477 ask for Debi.
Wanted: Hand-made oriental
rugs — any size. Call 398-7678 or
356-8614.
Female roommate to share large
2 Br. apt. near campus. Call Cher
yl 642-2758.
Roommate wanted, home to
share, 3 BR. house, Convenient lo
cation. $150 a month, $100 deposit.
389-8700 call before noon or after
6.
Help: I need wooden bookshelves
- min. 30 lin. ft. - in at least fair
condition for reasonable price.
Call Fred 737-2958, 355-0835.
Female roommate to share 2 Br.
apt. $110. plus dep. 268-0085.
Roommate to share 3 BR home
in San Jose, on lake, swimming
pool, bus lines; $115. plus electric
ity and fuel. No children. Call
731-3837, Lisa.
Wanted: Car pool from Arlington
to UNF. Monday and Wednesday
only! Call 743-5709 anytime.
Male or Female roommate to
share a 2 Br. apt. at Beach Blvd.
( King's Inn Apts.) Call 725-8709 on
mornings, Trevor.
Swashbucklers! Learn the art of
sword fighting. The UNF Fencing
Club meets Mon. and Wed. 7-10
p.m., Fieldhouse.
Female to share Arlington home
near Town and Country. $125. Mo.
Peggy 743-2086 eves; 743-6370
days.
Car pool, Arlington area, daily,
work hours 8:30 to 5:00 call Mari
lyn ext. 2875.
Female roommate to share ex
penses on large 2Br., 2Ba. apt. at
Regency Lakes. 2 pools, sauna,
attractive and convenient to Re
gency Sguare and UNF. Prefer
light smoker, $100 a month plus ^
utilities. Call Bob 646-2935, 9 to 4
PM: 724-9315, 5PM - 9PM.
Female roommate to share 2 BR
Ocean front apt., sundeck, $150.
plus utilities, total around $180.
Call Adele 642-0368.

HELP WANTED
CWSP student assistants needed
in Department of Business Ad
ministration. Call 646-2780 or
come by Bldg. 10 Rm. 2473.
for rent
Something special coming up in
the near future! Need a responsi
ble person to house sit, dog sit or
cat sit a favorite pet, or the fam
ily child. Cali anytime 743-5709.
C.A.T.V. Production - production
crew and talent needed for UNF
production - no experience neces
sary. Possible college credit. Con
tact Michael Pounds, 646-2572 or
646-2580.
Readers & notetakers for dis
abled students. Read texts, re
search articles. Tapes and re
corder provided. Hours and sal
ary vary. Call Joan Hart or Betty
Meers AESC, 646-2766. Bldg. 1,
1529.
Help WANTED: Advertising

positions open on the staff of the
Spinnaker. Call Jim Owens at
646-2817. Gain valuable exper
ience and 15 percent commission.

FOR RENT
Bedroom and house rights. Large
house and yard, Arlington area,
with single woman and son. Must
be tolerant and open minded per
son. $100. and half utilities call
743-3398 or 646-2640.
FOR RENT 2 Br., 2 Ba. ideal for
roommates. Tennis, volleyball &
2 pools with planned social activi
ties. $265. Windsong Apts. 7200
Powers Ave. 737-4950.
Room to rent to female student,
in apt. complex with 3 pools, at
tractive and convenient. Kitchen
privileges. $10/wk. plus half elec
tric bill. Call 744-5915.

Room to rent - 5 min. from UNF,
nice apt. complex. $100 plus ^ of
electric. Call Beverly (work:
646-2570 home: 641-5601).
wanted

Classified Ads are free to UNF/FJC students, faculty
and staff. Rotes for others; 10 cents a word.

CLASSIFIED AD FORM
NAME_______________________________________
PHONE
Circle One:

FOR SALE
HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

SERVICES

WANTED

PERSONAL

3 BR. home availible near FJC
and UNF, $325. a month. Call
641-8400.
Large furnished efficiency, Nep
tune Beach, 1 1/2 Blks from beach,
real nice, quiet, $175/Mo., Call
389-4616.
Extra large 2 Br. Neptune Beach,
Sundeck, Fla. Rm., back porch,
yard. $350/Mo. Call 389-4616.
Extra large 1 Br. or may be used
as 2 Br. unfurnished, hardwood
floors, College St. near Kent
Campus, $175/Mo. Call 389-4616.
Large efficiency, utilities paid
$150/Mo. near 5 Points, call
389-4616.

SERVICES
Professional Typing and re
sumes. Quick service. Reason
able. Southeast Executive Ser
vice. 100 Gulf Life Tower (call
399-1547) or 2407 Independent
Square. (call 355-8212).
Piano Lessons - Live in Northside
area - Call Mary Ann, 768-3946.
Reasonable price.
SERVICES: Piano lessons given
by experienced music major.
Children or adults. call 724-5025.

SERVICES: Oil Portraits $25.
Any Size. Your materials. Done
from photographs. Sittings extra.
SERVICES: Term Papers typed
double space elite type $1. per
page. Call Diane at 285-2793.
SERVICES: Tutoring: English
composition and writing. Pick
wick Park — Mandarin area. Call
731-3369.
SERVICES: TutoringTranslating: French language
Pickwick Park — Mandarin area
Call 731-3369.
ALUMINUM SCREENS &
DOORS made and repaired. Qual
ity work at reasonable prices.
Wallace McNelley, 246-9248.

CB & Amateur Radio sales & ser
vice, free pick-up & delivery to
UNF/FJC, FCC licensed,
783-3880, anytime.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING: (re
sumes, term & research papers,
theses, dissertations) Copying,
Quality work, fast service. Busi
ness & Secretarial Service Inc.
Orange Park, 264-8057.

SERVICES: Term papers typed
$1. per page doubled space type.
Call 285-2793 ask for Diane.
Plano lessons - Arlington area
call Mrs. Baytan. All levelk, recit
al once per year. 743-0682.
for rent

ADVERTISING
AD ___________________ ___________________ _ _______
in the

SPINNAKER

646-2817
RETURN TO BLDG.3, ROOM 2401
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reaches six
UNF-FJC
college
campuses.

